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Abstract 
 

Pneumonia is an acute infection that affects the lung tissue (alveoli) which can be caused by various microorganisms such as viruses, 

fungi, and bacteria. Pneumonia was the second leading cause of death (13.2%) after diarrhea (17.2%) among under-fives. It shows that 

pneumonia is a disease that becomes a public health problem that contributes to the high mortality rate of children under five in Indone-

sia.  In recent years, Bojonegoro city gives a large contribution for toddler pneumonia under five years of age in East Java district, Indo-

nesia.  In 2012, pneumonia sufferers reached 90.17% of the total number of the toddler and still many the next years.  There are five risk 

factors for pneumonia include the number of children under five, the estimated number of patients, the number of sufferers, environmen-

tal factors and nutritional status.  A spatial approach is needed to see the spreading of pneumonia vulnerability level in each sub-district 

in Bojonegoro.  This approach can be used by the government as a supporting effort in controlling and preventing pneumonia which is 

more focused, efficient, and effective.  This paper proposes a new approach to generate a vulnerability mapping of toddler pneumonia 

using hybrid genetic algorithm - K-means (GA-Kmeans) clustering algorithm according to five risk factors.  K-means is a clustering 

algorithm that can produce data groupings based on several attributes well and quickly.  However, there is a problem in the initialization 

stage of the initial random seeds from K-means, which is very difficult to reach an optimum global.  The genetic algorithm is used to 

optimize initial seeds in the K-means algorithm. The vulnerability level of toddler pneumonia is classified into low, medium and high, 

then it is visualized into spatial mapping.  The result of GA-Kmeans test iteration experiments produced best variance cluster 0.99 (al-

most 1) and determined high levels of vulnerability in 2016 are Kedungadem, Kepohbaru, Baureno, Kanor, Sumberrejo, Balen, Kapas, 

Bojonegoro, Dander and Ngasem sub-districts. 
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1. Introduction 

Clinical pneumonia (defined as respiratory infections associated 

with clinical signs of pneumonia, principally pneumonia, and 

bronchiolitis) in children under five years of age is still the leading 

cause of childhood mortality in the world [1]. The case manage-

ment criteria for the classification of acute respiratory infections 

(ARIs) of the World Health Organization (WHO) are based on 

infection severity. The clinical spectrum ranges from ‘a cough and 

cold’ to life-threatening illnesses such as pneumonia. The WHO 

estimates that ARIs cause 3 million deaths annually in children 

below 5 years of age worldwide. Most AR1 deaths occur in devel-

oping countries and are mostly due to pneumonia [2]. According 

to Indonesia basic health research in 2013, pneumonia was the 

second leading cause of death (13.2%) after diarrhea (17.2%) 

among under-fives. It shows that pneumonia is a disease that be-

comes a public health problem that contributes to the high mortali-

ty rate of children under five in Indonesia [3]. 

 

East Java is a province in Indonesia with high rates of toddler 

pneumonia. According to the results of recording and reporting in 

2012, the number of patients in the district/city of East Java 

reached 84.392 people [4].  In recent years, Bojonegoro city gives 

a large contribution for toddler pneumonia under five years of age 

in East Java district, Indonesia. In 2012, pneumonia sufferers 

reached 90.17% of the total number of the toddler and still many 

the next years.  

 

There are several factors that cause pneumonia, they are malnutri-

tion, low birth weight, non-exclusive breastfeeding, lack of mea-

sles immunization, parents who smoke, zinc deficiency, mother 

experiences as caregivers, comorbidities such as diarrhea, heart 

disease, asthma, maternal education, child care, humidity cold air, 

vitamin A deficiency, birth order and air pollution outside the 

house [3][4].  Bojonegoro health service composites the risk fac-

tors of toddler pneumonia into 5 factors, includes the number of 

children under five, the estimated number of patients, the number 

of sufferers, environmental factors and nutritional status.   

 

A spatial approach is needed to see the spreading of toddler 

pneumonia vulnerability level in each sub-district in Bojonegoro.  

This approach can be used by the government as a supporting 

effort in controlling and preventing pneumonia which is more 

focused, efficient, and effective.  Pneumonia vulnerability level is 

divided into 3 level for each spatial region of sub-district, namely 

low, medium and high level. High-risk areas mean they need to 

handle further by the government, medium risk areas need of su-

pervising and low-risk areas state safe areas.  
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A clustering algorithm is a method that used to divide unlabeled 

groups with the multi-attribute.  K-means is a clustering algorithm 

that is widely used because it is simple, fast and efficient.    How-

ever, there is a problem in the initialization stage of the initial 

random seeds from K-means, which is very difficult to reach an 

optimum global [5].  There were several methods developed to 

improve the initial center of k-means, included subtractive cluster 

[5], density of objects [6], particle swarm optimization algorithm 

[7] and genetic algorithm [8].   A genetic algorithm is a supervised 

optimization algorithm that is widely used because of its speed 

and optimal global reach capabilities. 

 

This paper proposes a new approach to generate a vulnerability 

mapping of toddler pneumonia using hybrid genetic algorithm - 

K-means (GA-Kmeans) clustering algorithm according to five risk 

factors.  The data sources consist of 14 attributes that are decom-

posed from 5 risk factors. There is three cluster providing the low, 

medium and high vulnerability level.   A genetic algorithm is used 

to optimize initial seeds in the K-means algorithm.  A genetic 

algorithm capable to identify the right genes through an initial 

population selection approach.  With the fitness function and gene 

rearrangement operation, it produces high-quality cluster centers.  

The vulnerability level of toddler pneumonia is classified into low, 

medium and high, then it is visualized into spatial mapping. 

2. Data Collection 

Administratively, Bojonegoro district consists of 23 sub-districts 

as seen in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Administration map of Bojonegoro district. 

 

There are 5 factors that affect the spread of toddler pneumonia.   

The data source is obtained from Bojonegoro Health Service in 

2016 included: 

1. The Number of toddlers. 

2. Number of toddler pneumonia patients 

3. Patients found and handled 

4. Environmental infection, consist of house eligible, a source of 

clean water, drinking water source, sanitation, TUPM (Public 

places and food management). 

5. Nutritional status, consist of the number of toddler weighed, 

more nutrition, good nutrition, less nutrition, bad nutrition, and 

malnutrition. 

It means there are 14 attributes that are processed with the pro-

posed algorithm. 

3. Methodology 

The methodology of toddler pneumonia vulnerability mapping can 

be seen in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Methodology of implementation mapping. 

 

1. Collecting Data  

 The collection of data is obtained from Bojonegoro Health Ser-

vice that is consist of the number of infants, the number of pa-

tients and the number of estimates of patients who are found 

and handled, environmental infection factors and nutritional sta-

tus. 

2. Filtering Data 

The data source from Bojonegoro Health Service is necessary to 

filter according to the correlation of the data.  The correlation 

result is compared with the expert judgment from Bojonegoro 

Health Service employee. This process produces 14 attributes to 

the cluster. 

3. Designing Database 

 It is necessary to create a database to accommodate all attribute 

data and other information data. We use PostgreSQL to save the 

spatial and attributes data.  

4. Designing User Menu  

User menu is designed because the user is provided with a fea-

ture to see how the state and status of a vulnerability in a low, 

medium or high area 

5. Designing User Interface  

The most important thing is to create a user-friendly of the user 

interface, making it easier for users to operate and obtain infor-

mation on the web. 

6. GA-Kmeans Processing 

GA-Kmeans Processing produces three vulnerability level clus-

ters of each area according to the 14 attributes of risk factors.   

with some factors that exist by using GA-Kmeans. The cycle of 

genetic algorithm starts from initializing population randomly, 

calculating each individual fitness value, selecting the best indi-

vidual, cross-over, and mutation process to form a new popula-

tion sequentially.  The best individuals obtained from the genet-

ic algorithm optimization process will be the initial center of K-

means algorithms.  The K-means clustering algorithm is iterated 

to classify the data into three clusters of vulnerability level. 

7. Web Map Implementation 

Spatial vulnerability level mapping of toddler pneumonia in 23 

sub-districts is visualized using Google Maps. 

3.1. Data Preprocessing  

data collected from the Bojonegoro City Health Office was fil-

tered to determine the spread factor of Toddler Pneumonia from 

2012 to 2016. The data consists of the number of toddlers, the 

number of toddler pneumonia patients estimated patients, patient 

found and handled, environmental infection (consisting of houses 

eligible, a source of clean water, drinking water source, sanitation, 

and TUPM), and nutritional status (consisting of the number of 

toddlers weighed, more nutrition, good nutrition, less nutrition, 

bad nutrition, and malnutrition).  This data pre-processing is pro-

cessed by calculating the level of correlation to define data linkag-

es and relationships.  
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Table 1: Correlation values of environmental infection 

Year 

Correlation Value 

House 

eligible 

Source of 

clean water 

Drinking 

water 
Sanitation TUPM 

2012 0.81 0.79 079 0.71 0.22 

2013 0.88 0.82 0.81 0.64 0.66 

2014 0.86 0.61 0.82 0.80  

2015 0.74 0.65 0.61 0.65  

2016 0.76 0.69 0.76 0.76  

 

Table 1 shows the correlation of environmental infection data of 

more than 0.5 which states a strong correlation in factors of houses 

eligible, a source of clean water, drinking water source, sanitation, 

and TUPM. 

 
Table 2: Correlation values of nutritional status  

Yea

r 

Correlation Value 

Toddler 

weighe

d 

More 

nutri-

tion 

Good 

nutri-

tion 

Less 

nutri-

tion 

Bad 

nutri-

tion 

Mal 

nutri-

tion 

201

2 
0.84 0.76 0.84 

0.70 0.82 0.74 

201

3 
0.89 0.69 0.89 

0.69 0.70 0.71 

201

4 
0.79 0.51 0.80 

0.61 0.58 0.62 

201

5 
0.62 0.60 0.62 

0.51 0.37 0.52 

201

6 
0.77 

0.48 
0.78 

0.65 0.41 0.65 

 

Table 2 shows the correlation of nutritional status data of more 

than 0.5 excepts more nutrition factor in 2016 (0.48), bad nutrition 

factor in 2015 (0.37), and in 2016 (0.41), but in average all the 

factors have a strong correlation.  Hence, the number of toddlers 

weighed, more nutrition, good nutrition, less nutrition, bad nutri-

tion, and malnutrition are the significant factors of this case. 

3.2. Pneumonia Factor Tree  

 
Fig. 3: Toddler pneumonia factor tree 

 

According to the correlation data and expert judgment from Bojo-

negoro City Health Office, there are 5 factors of pneumonia tod-

dler that influence to toddler pneumonia factor.  They are the 

number of toddlers, estimated patient, patient found and handled, 

environment infection, and nutritional status.  The environment 

infection is decomposed into house eligible, a source of clean 

water, drinking water source, sanitation, and TUPM (public places 

and food management). The nutritional status is decomposed into 

the number of toddlers weighed, more nutrition, good nutrition, 

less nutrition, bad nutrition, and malnutrition. All of the 14 attrib-

utes can be presented into toddler pneumonia factor tree as seen in 

Fig 3. 

3.3. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm – K-Means (GA-Kmeans) 

Model 

The genetic algorithm model is designed to produce an optimal 

cluster center according to the toddler pneumonia vulnerability 

problem.  The steps of the genetic algorithm process sequentially 

consist of initialization of population, evaluating parent of the 

population according to fitness value, cross-over processing of 

parent, mutation processing of parent, elitism processing of parent 

and finding the best individual. 

1. Representation of chromosomes 

Chromosomes are the collection of genes that represent the 

center of the cluster using real number values. Chromosome 

length is set with multiplication result between the number of 

attributes and number of clusters (number of attributes × num-

ber of clusters). In this study, there are 14 attributes and 3 clus-

ters. It means 3 chromosomes consist of 42 genes or one 

chromosome consists of 14 genes. The data is normalized in 

the range 0-1 because each data have different data ranges.  

The chromosomal representation model used is the float chro-

mosome. 

 

2. Initializing the population 

This process initializes a number of individuals randomly or 

through certain procedures. Before generating the initial popu-

lation, we must first determine the number of individuals in 

the population. for example, the number of individuals is N. 

After that, it only raises the initial population that has random 

N individuals. 

 

3. Calculation of fitness functions 

This process evaluates each population by calculating the fit-

ness value of each chromosome until the stop criteria are met. 

An individual is evaluated based on a particular function as a 

measure of its performance. In this case, the fitness function is 

minimum distance J of the minimum distance intra-class be-

tween centroid wr and data xi among the number of data N is 

defined as (1). 

 

           (1) 
 

The flow of the fitness function calculation process includes: 

calculates the distance of each original data to the centroid rep-

resented on the chromosome, take the minimum value from 

the distance of each data to centroid to I and add the shortest 

distance of data to the centroid that each chromosome has as a 

fitness value.  Then calculate the fitness function using (2) 

 

Fitness function = 1 / J                                                         (2) 

 

4. Selection process  

The selection process is used to select parents which individu-

als are selected for crossover. The selection process here uses 

a roulette-wheel selection where each chromosome occupies a 

circle piece on the roulette wheel proportionally according to 

its fitness value. The process begins by ranking or sorting 

chromosomes in the population based on fitness and then giv-

ing new fitness values based on the sequence.  The flow of the 

selection process includes:  the fitness value of each individual 

is calculated (fi, where i is the 1st to nth individual), calculated 

the total fitness of all individuals, the probability of each indi-

vidual is calculated from the probability of random numbers 

between 1 and 100, random numbers are generated between 1 

to 100. From the random number generated, which individual 

is selected. 

 

5. Crossover Process 

The crossover process is one of the operators in the genetic al-

gorithm that involves two parents to produce new offspring. 
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Crossover is done by exchanging genes from two parents ran-

domly.  Various types of Crossover that are widely used in-

clude direct gene exchange and arithmetic gene exchange. The 

crossover process is carried out on each individual with a spec-

ified cross-over probability.   An individual who leads to the 

optimal solution can be obtained through the crossing process, 

with the note that crossovers can only be done if a random 

number r in the interval [0 1] generated is less than a certain 

probability prob, in other words: r < prob. Usually, the prob 

value is set close to 1. The simplest way to do crossovers is a 

crossing of one intersection. The position of the intersection is 

random. Determination of individuals who are entitled to carry 

out crossover operations depends on the predetermined cross-

over (Pc) probability. Steps to perform a crossover operation 

are as follows: 

1) Determine the probability of crossover (Pc). 

2) Perform the selection process to select individuals who 

will experience crossover 

3) Perform a crossover. Crossover: Exchange directly, with 

the probability of crossover = 0.9 

 

6. Mutation Process 

Mutation is the process of changing the value of one or more 

genes on a chromosome. Mutations create new individuals by 

modifying one or more genes in the same individual. Muta-

tions function to replace genes lost from the population during 

the selection process and provide genes that are not present in 

the initial population. Each individual experiences a gene mu-

tase with a specified mutation probability.  Mutations are car-

ried out by giving inversion values or shifting the value of 

genes in the selected genes to be mutated. The probability of a 

good mutation is in the range 0 to 0.15. The probability of a 

mutation that is too small causes it to be trapped in the local 

optimum, and the probability of a mutation that is too large 

causes convergence to be difficult to obtain. 

 

7. Elitism Process 

The process of elitism is carried out to preserve the best chro-

mosomes to the new population, so as not to lose the best solu-

tion. The elitism used is a ranking elitism system and taken 

with the best n. This process is done by ranking the fitness 

value of the parent and child population, then a number of 

chromosomes are selected as the new population. 

4. Result and Discussion 

The performance of the GA-Kmeans model of clustering algo-

rithm can be seen in Table 1.  The parameters of GA-Kmeans 

consist of iteration number, crossover and mutation probability.  

The performance of GA-Kmeans clustering algorithms is evaluat-

ed using variance cluster analysis.  Variance cluster analysis is 

used to measure the results of values from the dissemination of 

clustering data.  The variety of clusters result produce from the 

iteration number, the probability of crossover and the probability.  

The value of variance cluster V is calculated from cluster variance 

within (Vw) and cluster variance between (Vb) as seen in (3). Clus-

ter variance within means the variance distance of intra-class and 

cluster variance between means the variance distance of inter-class.  

The greater the variance value, it reaches the better cluster results, 

because it has a better similarity level.  

 

V = Vw / Vb                                                                               (3) 

 

Cluster variance within (Vw) of N data, cluster number k, ni data in 

the ith cluster and the ith cluster variance Vi
2 is defined as (4) 

 

                                                     (4) 

A variance of ith cluster variance Vi
2 of ni data in the ith cluster i, 

and the distance between j data and the average of j data in the ith 

cluster is defined as (5) 

 

                                                           (5) 

 

Cluster variance between (Vb) of cluster number k, ni data in the ith 

cluster and distance between the i data and the average of data in 

the ith cluster is defined as (6) 

 

                                                        (6) 

 

The GA-Kmeans model classifies the 23 sub-districts into 3 clus-

ters (low, medium and high) based on 14 attributes of risk factors.  

The parameter testing of GA-Kmeans model list as 

• Iteration number: 1000, 5000 and 10000 

• Crossover probability: range of 0.5 – 1.0 

• Mutation probability: 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15  

 
Table 3: GA-Kmeans evaluation result 

Iteration 
number 

Crossover 
Probability 

Mutation Prob-
ability 

Variance Clus-
ter 

1000 0.5 0.05 0.11 

 0.5 0.1 0.16 

 0.5 0.15 0.13 

 0.6 0.05 0.08 

 0.6 0.1 0.13 

 0.6 0.15 0.08 

 0.7 0.05 0.19 

 0.7 0.1 0.24 

 0.7 0.15 0.16 

 0.8 0.05 0.21 

 0.8 0.1 0.71 

 0.8 0.15 0.31 

 0.9 0.05 0.07 

 0.9 0.1 0.18 

 0.9 0.15 0.10 

 1.0 0.05 0.22 

 1.0 0.1 0.16 

 1.0 0.15 0.09 

5000 0.5 0.05 0.18 

 0.5 0.1 0.07 

 0.5 0.15 0.11 

 0.6 0.05 0.12 

 0.6 0.1 0.17 

 0.6 0.15 0.12 

 0.7 0.05 0.21 

 0.7 0.1 0.19 

 0.7 0.15 0.17 

 0.8 0.05 0.09 

 0.8 0.1 0.13 

 0.8 0.15 0.12 

 0.9 0.05 0.22 

 0.9 0.1 0.05 

 0.9 0.15 0.13 

 1.0 0.05 0.27 

 1.0 0.1 0.14 

 1.0 0.15 0.22 

10000 0.5 0.05 0.05 

 0.5 0.1 0.24 

 0.5 0.15 0.06 

 0.6 0.05 0.41 

 0.6 0.1 0.17 

 0.6 0.15 0.33 

 0.7 0.05 0.45 

 0.7 0.1 0.10 

 0.7 0.15 0.15 

 0.8 0.05 0.05 

 0.8 0.1 0.17 

 0.8 0.15 0.06 

 0.9 0.05 0.09 
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 0.9 0.1 0.07 

 0.9 0.15 0.99 

 1.0 0.05 0.07 

 1.0 0.1 0.07 

 1.0 0.15 0.06 

 

Table 3 yield the best variance cluster value is 0.99 (almost 1) 

with the iteration number parameter is 10000, crossover probabil-

ity is 0.9 and mutation probability is 0.15.  From the variance 

cluster analysis result, we can conclude that the optimum cluster 

result needs a lot of iteration number, almost all parents are 

crossed over and enough mutation of parents. From the experi-

mental results that have been done using GA-Kmeans method 

which has done several experiments of cluster analysis with itera-

tion up to 10000, the probability of crossover is 0.9 and the muta-

tion probability of 0.15 get the best cluster variety and can be used 

for implementing the spatial map of 23 sub-district in Bojonegoro.  

The toddler vulnerability level results in 2016 are shown in Tabel 

4.   

 
Table 4: Toddler pneumonia vulnerability level in 2016 

District Low Medium High 

Margomulyo ✓   

Ngraho  ✓  

Tambakrejo  ✓  

Ngambon ✓   

Bubulan ✓   

Temayang  ✓  

Sugihwaras  ✓  

Kedungadem   ✓ 

Kephbaru   ✓ 

Baureno   ✓ 

Kanor   ✓ 

Sumberrejo   ✓ 

Balen   ✓ 

Kapas   ✓ 

Bojonegoro   ✓ 

Trucuk  ✓  

Dander   ✓ 

Ngasem   ✓ 

Kalitidu  ✓  

Malo  ✓  

Purwosari ✓   

Padangan  ✓  

Kasiman  ✓  

 

As seen in Table 4, from the 23 sub-districts of Bojonegoro in 

2016, there are 4 sub-districts in the low level of vulnerability, 9 

sub-districts in the medium level of vulnerability and 10 sub-

districts in the high-level vulnerability.  The mapping of the sub-

districts level of vulnerability of toddler pneumonia can be seen in 

Fig 4.  A low area is described with the green color, medium with 

blue color and high with red color.  The visualization of spatial 

mapping according to GA-Kmeans clustering of toddler pneumo-

nia vulnerability result as shown in Fig 5.   

 

 
Fig. 4: The recapitulation of toddler pneumonia vulnerability level in 2016 
 

 
Fig. 5: Spatial mapping of toddler pneumonia vulnerability level in 2016 

 

According to Table 4 and spatial mapping result of toddler pneu-

monia vulnerability level, there are 10 sub-districts in Bojonegoro 

that enter the high level of vulnerability, they are Kedungadem, 

Kepohbaru, Baureno, Kanor, Sumberrejo, Balen, Kapas, Bojo-

negoro, Dander, and Ngasem.  Those sub-districts have to get a 

handling policy from the government, such as immunization pre-

vention, healthy infrastructure improvements and extraordinary 

incident of pneumonia planning. 

This methodology might also be used to analyze the toddler 

pneumonia vulnerability every year in Bojonegoro sub-district 

because there is a form to enter the data with the different year.  

Therefore, this application can analyze and visualize the pneumo-

nia vulnerability as a support system for the government policy. 

In this paper, we also compare the variance cluster value of K-

means and GA-Kmeans for the 2016 data source.  K-means has a 

variance cluster value of 0.02 whereas GA-Kmeans has 0.25. 

Hence, the cluster that is formed by using GA-Kmeans method is 

more ideal than cluster formed using K-means method.  

 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, GA-Kmeans method can determine the toddler 

pneumonia vulnerability level into 3 clusters namely low, medium 

and high level. The variance analysis result of GA-Kmeans gives 

the best result of 0.99 (almost 1) that it declares the GA-Kmeans 

method effectively to produce a good cluster.  The spatial map-

ping can be used as the support system for the stakeholder more 

clearly than text visualization.   

K-means has a variance cluster value of 0.02 whereas GA-Kmeans 

has 0.25. Hence, the cluster that is formed by using GA-Kmeans 

method is more ideal than cluster formed using K-means method. 
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